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5 Which of the materials below is the best

conductor of thermal and electric energy?

A Rubber

B Cardboard

C Plastic

D Aluminum

1 Which of the following is the correct definition of

mass?

A A force that acts on all objects at all times

B The measure of how much matter is in an

object

C The weight of an object on a scale

D The amount of space an object takes up

2 Which of the objects listed below is attracted to

a magnet?

F Silver spoon

G Gold earring

H Lead fishing sinker

J Cast iron pot

3 The picture below is a model of which physical

state?

A Solid

B Liquid

C Gas

D Plasma

4 Which of the objects shown below will float

when placed in a bucket of water?

F Paperclip

G Penny

H Pencil

J Marble

1 Which substance below is soluble when mixed

with water?

A Sugar

B Sand

C Oil

D Iron filings

2 What unit of measurement is used for mass in

science class?

F Meters (m)

G Grams (g)

H Kelvins (K)

J Liters (L)

5 If something is soluble in water, then it will –

A dissolve, but only if the water is heated to

the boiling point

B not dissolve at all when placed in water

C not mix with the water and sit on top

D completely dissolve when mixed with water

3 Which list below contains all solid materials?

A Crayon, paper, grape juice and pencil

B Stapler, water, chair and paper

C Chair, crayon, stapler and paper

D Pencil, paper, grape juice and water
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4 A student drops a metal bolt into a container of

maple syrup and it sinks to the bottom. Why does

the metal bolt sink?

F The metal bolt is more

dense than maple syrup.

G The metal bolt is less

dense than water.

H The metal bolt is more

dense than water.

J The metal bolt is less

dense than maple syrup.
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1 Which of the following is the correct definition of

sedimentary rock?

A Type of rock that forms when liquid magma

cools and solidifies

B Type of rock that forms when existing rocks

are exposed to high heat and pressure,

causing it to change into a different rock

C Type of rock on the Earth’s surface that is

formed by the deposition and compaction of

sediments

D Type of rock filled with valuable metals or

minerals that can be mined for money

2 The formation of sedimentary rocks involves

which of the following processes?

F Erosion, degradation and compaction

G Weathering, deposition and melting

H Degradation, erosion and melting

J Erosion, deposition and compaction

4 Which of the events below leads to the

formation of fossil fuels?

F The burial of dead plants and animals

G The weathering and erosion of rock

H The melting and cooling of liquid rock

J Movement of rock along a fault

5 ______ is the process of solid rock being

dissolved, worn away, or broken into smaller

pieces.

A Erosion C Weathering

B Deposition D Cementation

1 All of the following statements about sediment

are true except –

A it is made of small pieces of material that

can be transported by water and air

B some common examples are sand, silt and

gravel

C it is formed by compaction and cementation

D it is formed by weathering and erosion

3 Which of the following is NOT required for the

formation of fossil fuels?

A The burial of remains of ancient plants and

animals

B The compaction of sediment layers

C Volcanic eruptions

D The cementation of minerals

4 Which of the following is an example of a type

of sedimentary rock?

F Marble H Slate

G Sandstone J Granite

5 Which type of particles must be present in order

for fossil fuels to form?

A Sand and other sediment

B The remains of dead organisms

C Metal ore, such as gold or copper

D Liquid rock, also known as magma

2 What process do the arrows represent in this

picture below?

F Erosion H Weathering

G Compaction J Melting

Land
Ocean

Pieces of rock, sand
and silt

3 All of the following are examples of fossil fuels

except –

A oil C natural gas

B geothermal D coal
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1 A ______ is a division of the calendar year

marked by weather patterns and the number of

daylight hours.

A month C week

B year D season

3 The changing of seasons follows a predictable

pattern. Which choice below is correct?

A Fall, summer, winter, spring

B Summer, fall, winter, spring

C Spring, winter, summer fall

D Winter, fall, summer, spring

2 Which letter on the diagram below labels the

movement that is part of the reason for the

seasons on Earth?

F A G B H C J D

Sun

Earth
Moon

A

B D

C

4 Looking at the diagram and using your

knowledge of seasons, which season is the

northern hemisphere most likely experiencing?

Sun

Earth

N

S

F Summer

G Fall

H Winter

J Spring

5 How long does it take the Earth to orbit the

Sun?

A 24 hours C 30 days

B 365 days D 355 days

2 Shown below are phases of the lunar phase

cycle, starting with the new Moon. Which Moon

phase is missing in the pattern below?

F H

G J

3 Which of the following choices is the main

reason that temperate climates experience four

distinct seasons on Earth?

A The Earth rotates on its axis once every 24

hours.

B The Earth is tilted approximately 23.5o on its

axis.

C It takes the Earth 365 days to orbit once

around the Sun.

D The Moon rotates around the Earth once

every 27 days.

4 Shadows are created when light strikes an

object that is –

F clear H transparent

G glass J opaque

5 Which phase of the moon occurs when the

Moon is half illuminated by the Sun?

A New Moon C Quarter Moon

B Crescent Moon D Full Moon

1 The picture below shows a girl and her shadow.

Where is the Sun located relative to the girl?

A In front of her

B Directly overhead

C Behind her

D To her left
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